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Set in 2056, the plot revolves around the events following a catastrophe on earth which results in the whole planet being surrounded by the presence of poisonous gas. Amidst such circumstances, a crew in space is left with the choice of whether to save themselves or risk their lives trying to search for the survivors back on earth. The main cast
includes Julia Franz Richter as Hannah Wagner, George Blagden as Gavin Abbott, and Mark Ivanir as Dimitri Krylow. The concept of a scientific space fiction with humanity on bleak of its extinction is in itself an interesting mix that has been explored previously in the past. Rubikon (2022) is an example of one such interpretation that still delivers the
goods while traversing through the paradigms of human mortality and a dystopian future. The film aspires to be a stylistic slow-burner as it seeks to build slowly up to its way to its climax. It tries to keep itself sophisticatedly slow-paced but instead results in being tedious despite having the running time well within two hours. The correct word to
describe its pacing is that it is a double-edged sword. There are glimpses where the pacing backs up its compelling premise to create an immersive vibe fitting well to the space adventure but it doesn’t remain consistently engaging in its approach as it succumbs to its storytelling which it seeks to master. The project marks the debut of Magdalena
Lauritsch as a feature film director, after establishing her name with three short movies. Julia Franz Richer as Hannah Wagner does well in creating a contrasting profile as a soldier, within the spaceship’s crew, confident in her own thoughts, coupled with the dilemma of human morality. Her character progression is a little unstable in execution from
the first act to the second act, however, that doesn’t take away from what has been an overall solid performance. Mark Ivanir as Dimitri Krylow shines as a Russian scientist, playing a stubborn doctor. He manages to bring out layers of depth to his self-contradicting character, both wise and selfish. George Blagden as Gavin Abbott is also decent in his
role. The chemistry among the three members worked well, despite their different personalities as they formed an unlikely alliance. For a film that likes to take things slow, the character relationship between Gavin and Hannah did undergo sudden changes that felt unnatural. Although it improved as the film passed, it didn’t go unnoticed that there
wasn’t much development between the two. The film is also guilty of overcomplicating itself in some instances. It tries to back up its complex theme but, in the end, leaves one wondering that it could have been simplified in some parts. However, it does a really good job to create the right kind of atmosphere serving the plot well backed by good
direction and cinematography. The film shines the brightest when it questions the nature of human decisions and their subsequent consequences. It is the human element that makes the boat afloat despite not being spectacular. In conclusion, it is not for everybody, but it’s definitely not a bad film. The ending could have been better, nevertheless, it’s
a decent execution of a promising premise that could have been better. Final Score – [6.5/10]Reviewed by - Devyansh AnandFollow @AnandDevy on Twitter To say that "F9" goes off the rails is to imply that the "Fast and the Furious" series was ever on the rails, when in fact the big muscles and bigger muscle cars franchise — now 20 years old and 10
films deep — has always been in its own state of perpetual drift. It started clicking around its fifth installment, where it morphed from a bro saga into an airy riff on heist films, and has since become a full-on spy fantasy. "F9's" supersized more-is-obviously-better approach takes the series to the furthest reaches of the galaxy — if you ever wanted to
see Ludacris in space, this is your movie — but it's missing the goofy, almost innocent charm that made the midsection of the series such a giddy delight. The franchise is now showing signs of engine trouble. Vin Diesel's Dom Toretto is back and off the grid as the movie opens, living quietly with his ride-or-die, Letty (Michelle Rodriguez) and his son,
Brian (Isaac and Immanuel Holtane, trading duties) on a remote farm. A flashback to Dom's youth — the series' first-ever glimpse into the past of its characters, better late than never — shows the death of Dom's father, who died in a fiery racing accident, and introduces Toretto's brother, Jakob.Jakob, it turns out, grew up to be an international man of
mystery, and is now back in the form of hulking pro wrestler-turned-thespian John Cena. The former 16-time WWE Champion is a formidable foe for Dom, and if only Dwayne "The Rock" Johnson had not sat out this installment there could have been an epic throwdown of pure body mass at the film's center. The Rock may be gone, but most everybody
else the franchise has ever employed is back, and it's quite a rollcall: Tyrese Gibson and Chris "Ludacris" Bridges as Roman and Tej, the film's comic relief duo; Jordana Brewster as Mia, Dom's sister and wife of Paul Walker's Brian O'Conner (who is still alive in the "Fast" universe, bless his heart); Nathalie Emmanuel as Ramsey, a British hacker and a
part of Dom's team; Helen Mirren as Queenie, mother to Jason Statham's Deckard Shaw and a snarking perpetrator of mischief in her own right; Statham's Shaw, not officially on board here but — hint hint — wait around during the end credits and you may see him pop up; Kurt Russell's Mr. Nobody, a shadowy government agent and behind-thescenes string-puller; Charlize Theron's Cipher, the cyberterrorist from 2017's "The Fate of the Furious" who spends most of her time here enclosed in a glass box; Lucas Black's Sean Boswell, a holdover from 2006's "Tokyo Drift" who is back alongside pals Shad "Bow Wow" Moss (as Twinkie) and Jason Tobin (as Earl Hu); Shea Whigham's Agent
Stasiak, still sporting a busted nose from the last time he was popped in the face by O'Conner; and even Sung Kang's Han, whose death in "Tokyo Drift" was later revisited in "Fast & Furious 6" and who seems somewhat confused by his own presence here. MORE: Fast, faster, fastest: Ranking 20 years of 'Fast and Furious' moviesMORE: 'F9'
screenwriter Dan Casey vrooms from Hamtramck to HollywoodThat's an unruly cast to begin with, and we're also introduced to several newbies: Michael Rooker as Buddy, a gearhead teammate of Dom's dad; Thue Ersted Rasmussen as Otto, a baddie who bankrolls Jakob's dreams of world domination; and Cardi B, yes Cardi B, who plays Leysa,
leader of a team of female mercenaries who extract Dom from a close-call situation. Puerto Rican rapper Bad Bunny and podcasting guru Bill Simmons are also listed in the cast, but you'll have to have sharp eyes to spot them. Dom and his team are out to stop Jakob and his crew from getting their hands on something called Aries, an all-powerful
device that can hack into any computer system on Earth (and is at least the third world-dominating contraption the "Fast" series has thrown at viewers). This quest naturally involves fast cars and high-risk stunts, and when Tyrese's Roman begins to question his seeming invincibility from one death-defying incident after another, it marks the first time
the "Fast" series has become eye-winkingly self-aware. Metro Detroit-raised screenwriter Dan Casey, who co-wrote the screenplay with director Justin Lin (back for his fifth "Fast," and first since "Fast" 6), manages to make sense out of most everything, at least in the way it pieces together in "Fast" lore. But it's a lot to sift through as a viewer, and it's
best not to think too hard about the hows or the whys of how or why Roman and Tej end up orbiting Earth in a Pontiac Fiero. Just let them sit back and do their thing. "F9" mostly lets its characters do their thing, and Lin stages some wild chases through both city streets and open jungles. But the momentum is a bit off, and everyone — including Dom,
who in Diesel's performance is seeming a bit road-weary at this point — seems to have already gotten out of the "Fast" films what they're going to get out of the "Fast" films. Is outer space a bridge too far? Yeah, probably, especially if you thought skydiving cars (that's "Furious 7") were the furthest away from logic this series would ever go. "F9"
keeps pushing and never lets its foot off the gas, but the vehicle is beginning to run on fumes. agraham@detroitnews.com@grahamorama'F9'GRADE: C+Rated PG-13: for sequences of violence and action, and languageRunning time: 145 minutesIn theaters Vin Diesel is welcoming fans back to movie theaters to see F9. In celebration the action star
brings all-new footage from the ninth chapter in the Fast & Furious saga, including a rocket car set for space. No matter how fast you are, no one outruns their past. Fast & Furious has endured for two decades and has earned more than $5 billion around the world. Vin Diesel's Dom Toretto is leading a quiet life off the grid with Letty and his son,
little Brian, but they know that danger always lurks just over their peaceful horizon. This time, that threat will force Dom to confront the sins of his past if he's going to save those he loves most. His crew joins together to stop a world-shattering plot led by the most skilled assassin and high-performance driver they've ever encountered: a man who also
happens to be Dom's forsaken brother, Jakob (John Cena, the upcoming The Suicide Squad). F9 sees the return of Justin Lin as director, who helmed the third, fourth, fifth and sixth chapters of the series when it transformed into a global blockbuster. The action hurtles around the globe-from London to Tokyo, from Central America to Edinburgh, and
from a secret bunker in Azerbaijan to the teeming streets of Tbilisi. Along the way, old friends will be resurrected, old foes will return, history will be rewritten, and the true meaning of family will be tested like never before. The film stars returning cast members Michelle Rodriguez, Tyrese Gibson, Chris "Ludacris" Bridges, Nathalie Emmanuel,
Jordana Brewster and Sung Kang, with Oscar winner Helen Mirren, with Kurt Russell and Oscar winner Charlize Theron. F9 also features Grammy-winning superstar Cardi B as new franchise character Leysa, a woman with a connection to Dom's past, and a cameo by Reggaeton sensation Ozuna. F9 is produced by Neal H. Moritz p.g.a., Vin Diesel
p.g.a., Justin Lin p.g.a., Jeff Kirschenbaum p.g.a., Joe Roth, Clayton Townsend p.g.a., and Samantha Vincent. Universal Pictures presents an Original Film/One Race Films/Perfect Storm production in association with Roth/Kirschenbaum Films, a Justin Lin film.
This is what gave birth to the Space Jam that we love so much that we even have coloring pages full of our favorite characters. So, if it wasn’t for that commercial, we wouldn’t have gotten the chance to enjoy this movie with Michael Jordan. Bugs Bunny’s Girlfriend was Introduced . Before this movie, we only knew of Bugs Bunny. 2001: A Space
Odyssey is a 1968 science fiction novel by British writer Arthur C. Clarke.It was developed concurrently with Stanley Kubrick's film version and published after the release of the film. Clarke and Kubrick worked on the book together, but eventually only Clarke ended up … 14.12.2010 · Jeff Foust tours the expo to look for space-related exhibits, from
small moon rocks to a full-sized replica booster. Monday, December 6, 2021. ... Or rather, as Dwayne Day describes, it’s more like a Lifetime movie in space, one where the Red Planet gets little more than a cameo. Monday, October 5, 2020.
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